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Presents an analysis of the childhood and psychological makeup of Casey Anthony to understand the woman acquitted in the
murder of her 3-year-old daughter, Caylee Anthony. Reprint.
Dragonlore, an epic fantasy trilogy, tells the story of Requiem -- an ancient kingdom whose people can grow wings, breathe fire,
and take flight as dragons. This collection includes all three Dragonlore novels. Book 1: A Dawn of Dragonfire -- Queen Solina, a
desert tyrant, leads an army of phoenixes. She invades Requiem, vowing to destroy it. Requiem's people can become dragons,
but how can they defeat the phoenixes, beasts woven of sunfire? Book 2: A Day of Dragon Blood -- Solina raises new champions:
the wyverns, creatures of iron scales and leathern wings. From their maws spews acid to eat through stone, steel, and dragon
flesh. When the wyverns attack, can Requiem survive? Book 3: A Night of Dragon Wings -- Vowing to kill every dragon, Solina
summons her greatest warriors: the nephilim, the spawn of demons and their mortal brides. As ancient evil engulfs the world,
Requiem's dragons roar, blow their fire, and fly to their last stand. Dragonlore -- an epic fantasy trilogy. For fans of dragons,
shapeshifters, swords and sorcery, A Game of Thrones, Eragon, The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings. ____________ THE
REQUIEM SERIES: Dawn of Dragons Book 1: Requiem's Song Book 2: Requiem's Hope Book 3: Requiem's Prayer Song of
Dragons Book 1: Blood of Requiem Book 2: Tears of Requiem Book 3: Light of Requiem Dragonlore Book 1: A Dawn of
Dragonfire Book 2: A Day of Dragon Blood Book 3: A Night of Dragon Wings The Dragon War Book 1: A Legacy of Light Book 2: A
Birthright of Blood Book 3: A Memory of Fire Requiem for Dragons Book 1: Dragons Lost Book 2: Dragons Reborn Book 3:
Dragons Rising Flame of Requiem Book 1: Forged in Dragonfire Book 2: Crown of Dragonfire Book 3: Pillars of Dragonfire
Dragonfire Rain Book 1: Blood of Dragons Book 2: Rage of Dragons Book 3: Flight of Dragons
Returning from England, Willow senses something strange happening in Sunnydale, and as the other Scoobies deal with their own
issues, Willow wonders if she'll be able to use her powers again when the need arises.
Papers from a May 2003 workshop shed light on recent discoveries in EC modeling, the inverse problem and signal processing,
material characterization, and advances in electromagnetic nondestructive techniques. Some subjects examined are identification
of material degradation for nonlinear electromagnetic problems, eddy current testing of conductive
Despite persistent pressure from state censors and other tools of political control, investigative journalism has flourished in China
over the last decade. This volume offers a comprehensive, first-hand look at investigative journalism in China, including insider
accounts from reporters behind some of China's top stories in recent years. While many outsiders hold on to the stereotype of
Chinese journalists as docile, subservient Party hacks, a number of brave Chinese reporters have exposed corruption and official
misconduct with striking ingenuity and often at considerable personal sacrifice. Subjects have included officials pilfering state
funds, directors of public charities pocketing private donations, businesses fleecing unsuspecting consumers - even the misdeeds
of journalists themselves. These case studies address critical issues of commercialization of the media, the development of ethical
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journalism practices, the rising specter of "news blackmail," negotiating China's mystifying bureaucracy, the dangers of libel suits,
and how political pressures impact different stories. During fellowships at the Journalism & Media Studies Centre of the University
of Hong Kong, these narratives and other background materials were fact-checked and edited by JMSC staff to address critical
issues related to the media transitions currently under way in the PRC. This engaging narrative gives readers a vivid sense of how
journalism is practiced in China. --David Bandurski is a scholar at the University of Hong Kong's China Media Project, a research
and fellowship initiative of the Journalism & Media Studies Centre. Martin Hala has taught journalism at the Universities in Prague
and Bratislava. This book covers modern analog components, their characteristics, and interactions with process parameters. It serves as a
comprehensive guide, addressing both the theoretical and practical aspects of modern silicon devices and the relationship
between their electrical properties and processing conditions. Based on the authors’ extensive experience in the development of
analog devices, this book is intended for engineers and scientists in semiconductor research, development and manufacturing.
The problems at the end of each chapter and the numerous charts, figures and tables also make it appropriate for use as a text in
graduate and advanced undergraduate courses in electrical engineering and materials science. Enables engineers to understand
analog device physics, and discusses important relations between process integration, device design, component characteristics,
and reliability; Describes in step-by-step fashion the components that are used in analog designs, the particular characteristics of
analog components, while comparing them to digital applications; Explains the second-order effects in analog devices, and tradeoffs between these effects when designing components and developing an integrated process for their manufacturing.
A truly exhaustive compilation of checklists and prices for baseball cards and thousands of baseball-related collectibles. More than
one million total items priced! Includes virtually all baseball collectibles produced in the last century - even minor league and
international cards. This is the most complete source of its kind, and the ultimate reference source for baseball collectors.
Silicon Analog ComponentsDevice Design, Process Integration, Characterization, and ReliabilitySpringer

You probably have your favorite blogs to visit each day, but there are countless other blogs that you could never find on
your own and that could potentially be added to the top of your favorites! Blogosphere: Best of Blogs is a collection of the
blogs you’ve heard about and the ones still waiting to be discovered. Organized into sections based on interests and
moods, you’ll find a listing of the best blogs out there, along with the reasons why they’ve made the list. Complete with
searching tips and strategies, Blogosphere will help you find the greatest voices in the blogging universe.
Energy Changes in Biochemical Reactions outlines some of the principles of classical and of molecular-statistical
energetics. An effort has been made to delineate clearly the axioms of each of these branches of energetics and to show
how some of the theorems may be developed from these axioms. Finally, some of the ideas of energetic have been
applied to a few biochemical problems to illustrate the types of insight which this branch of science provides for
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understanding and predicting. It is hoped that a reader who has conscientiously worked his way through this volume will
acquire not only a cocktail-party knowledge of thermodynamics but will be able to apply it to some simple biochemical or
chemical reactions.
The term Sustainable Development was brought into common use by the world commission on Environment &
Development in its 1987 report Our Common Future . The idea of sustaining the earth has proved a powerful metaphor in
raising public awareness and focusing on the need for better environmental stewardship. The Brundtland Commission's
definition of the term meeting the needs of the present generation without compromising the needs of future generation
-is strongly endorsed by this report. We also believe with the Brundtland Commission, that meeting the needs of the poor
in this generation is an essential aspect of sustainably meeting the needs of subsequent generations. There is no
difference between the goals of development policy and appropriate environmental protection. Both must be designed to
improve welfare.
Successful hedge fund investing begins with well-informedstrategy A Guide to Starting Your Hedge Fund is a
practical,definitive "how-to" guide, designed to help managers design andlaunch their own funds, and to help investors
select and diligencenew funds. The first book to examine the practical aspects ofsetting up and operating funds with a
focus on energy commoditymarkets, this book scrutinises the due diligence process andcomprehensively reviews the
opportunities and risks of all energycommodity markets as hedge fund investments. Extensive planning andstrategy
advice prove invaluable to prospective fund managers andinvestors alike, and detailed discussion of the
markets'constraints help inform procedural decisions. Readers gain insightinto practical matters including legal and
commercial structures,due diligence, fund raising, operations, and more, allowing them toconstruct a concrete investment
plan before ever touching apenny. Asset managers are looking to energy commodities to provideattractive uncorrelated –
if volatile – returns. Thesehigh returns, however, are accompanied by high risk. Few investorshave experience evaluating
these investment opportunities, and fewprospective fund managers understand the market fundamentals andtheir
associated risks. This book provides the answers sorelylacking in hedge fund literature, giving investors and
fundmanagers the background they need to make smarter decisions. Understand the markets' structures, opportunities,
andrisks Develop a comprehensive, well-informed investment strategy Conduct thorough due diligence with a detailed
plan Examine the practical aspects of fund raising, legal and taxstructure, and more Oil has long been traded by hedge
funds, but electricity, thefuels that generate electricity, and the environmental productslike emissions allowances and
weather derivatives have become thenew "hot" investment strategies. These high returns come withhigher risk, but A
Guide to Starting Your Hedge Fund ensuresparticipants have essential information at their disposal.
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This work, together with Mickolus's Literature of Terrorism: A Selectively Annotated Bibliography, published in 1980,
provides the most comprehensive bibliography on terrorist violence available in print. Terrorism, 1980-1987 concentrates
on material written during the 1980s, a period which has seen an enormous outpouring of commentary and research on
terrorism and terrorist attacks. In addition to surveying journalistic, social scientific, and traditional historical studies in
some dozen languages, the book also includes the fictional literature of terrorism, offering a broad cross-section of
research and opinion on the subject. The material is organized into sections based on region and functional categories,
enabling the researcher to compare quickly developments in specific topics. Coverage ranges from general treatments of
terrorism and tactics of terrorists to material that deals with the terrorist infrastructure, terrorism in specific geographic
areas, and responses to terrorism. The compilers have made special efforts to include items from publications not often
cited in terrorism studies, both to give the reader an indication of the breadth of material available and to offer insights
into the pervasive effects of terrorism on all aspects of life.
A practice test booklet which contains the most recent NYS Regents as well as a series of full length practice tests
patterned after the actual NYS Core Curriculum for Geometry.
Newly available in paperback, this study places Woolf's writing in the context of sartorial practice from the Victorian
period to the 1930s
The book of Proverbs is packed with incredible secrets of wisdom that will awaken your heart! The gift of wisdom is given
by a generous Father who is ready to fill your heart with all you need to succeed in life and reign in Christ. This devotional
contains 75 devotional readings inspired by The Passion Translation's Proverbs: Wisdom from Above. As you meditate
on these devotional readings in response to the reflective questions that follow, you can expect heavenly insights into
your destiny, relationships, career, finances, and others aspect of your life.
After three years of studying with the Empress Bykoda, Jemeryl has learned all that the elderly sorcerer can teach her and is ready to return
to Lyremouth. However, before she leaves, Bykoda reveals a grim secret - an oracle of death, and asks her to perform one final assignment.
Jemeryl must take Bykoda's talisman to a place of safety. Failure will mean complete destruction not only in the present, but also the past.
While in Tirakhalod, Tevi has been working as an officer in Bykoda's army. It has been a difficult time for her, living in a land where those who
cannot work magic are treated as insignificant. Only Jemeryl's love has made life bearable. With the return to the Protectorate drawing close,
she heros that the worst is over. However, somebody is after the talisman, and that person is willing to commit murder to get what they want.
Since 1971, The Witches’ Almanac has been the source of fun, wisdom, trivia, and magical lore for hundreds of thousands of readers
throughout the world. Modeled after the Old Farmers’ Almanac, it includes information related to the annual Moon Calendar (weather
forecasts and horoscopes), as well as legends, rituals, herbal secrets, interviews, mystic incantations, interviews, and many a curious tale of
good and evil. Although it is an annual publication, only about 15 percent of the content is specific to the date range of each issue. The theme
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of Issue 33 (Spring 2014 – Spring 2015) is Mystic Earth. Also included are articles on Ganesha, graveyard dust, Italian cimaruta amulets,
veiled witches, and the legend of the Wicker Man.
DANGEROUS DAYS It’s been three months since Drothe killed a legend, burned down a portion of the imperial capital, and found himself
unexpectedly elevated into the ranks of the criminal elite. As the newest Gray Prince in the underworld, he’s not only gained friends, but also
rivals—and some of them aren’t bothered by his newfound title. A prince’s blood, as the saying goes, flows just as red as a beggar’s. So
when another Gray Prince is murdered and all signs point to Drothe as the hand behind the knife, he knows it’s his blood that’s in danger of
being spilled. As former allies turn their backs and dark rumors begin to circulate, Drothe is approached by a man who says he can make
everything right again. All he wants in exchange is a single favor. Now Drothe finds himself traveling to the Despotate of Djan, the empire’s
long-standing enemy, to search for the friend he betrayed—and the only person who can get him out of this mess. But the grains of sand are
running out fast, and even if Drothe can find his friend, he may not be able to persuade him to help in time...
Jill has learned the hard way that men can't be trusted and sex only causes pain. In the lawlessness of space, women are a sexual
commodity-to be used and abused. She's doing a man's job, with only her father's brutal reputation and three androids to help keep her alive
when she sees a massive, handsome cyborg chained to a freight table. The abusive crew plans to sell him to fight in gruesome death
matches. It's stupid, it's insane, but Jill can't leave him to such a horrible fate. Coal has survived being a captive breeding slave and
irreversible damage to his cyborg implants, but his honor is still intact. He's grateful Jill saved him and he'll repay her the only way he can.
He'll fix her-with his mouth, his hands and his body. He can teach the little human just how much pleasure she's capable of feeling.
A woman's faith in God is challenged by the first question Satan asks Eve in the Bible: "Did God really say you can’t eat from any tree in the
garden?" That seed of doubt and the story it begins to unfold breed a concept of fear still haunting each of us on some level every day-the
idea that our actions could ruin something beautiful, and God might not have control of things. In What Women Fear, acclaimed writer and
speaker Angie Smith admits, "fear is a major part of my testimony" and talks openly about her treatment for anxiety as a child. Giving a voice
to the problem, she says, "I truly believe every single one of us struggles with some type of fear, whether it's fear of flying or fear of being
'found out.' Maybe you don’t worry about dying, but you get sick thinking about the fact that you might fail." Rather than suggesting that those
who truly love the Lord would never fear, Angie blends her own experiences with those of men and women from throughout Scripture to help
us start dealing more effectively with these true, human emotions. Whether it’s a constant "What if?," a nagging fear of abandonment or
betrayal, fear of your own or someone else’s death, fear of trusting God's plan, or even the fear that God's existence is a lie, Angie will walk
you through stories of others who have simultaneously loved God and struggled with fear. Join Angie and discover how to let Jesus redeem
this struggle as only He can, that He will be glorified, and you will be transformed! Endorsements Angie Smith has the rare gift to write a nonfiction page-turner as good as any fiction book I've read. As her words tumbled out in raw honesty, fresh hope spread before me. Her
teachings on fear are comforting, practical, and gut honest. I can't wait for you to read this life-changing book. What Women Fear is one of
my favorites this year. Honestly, I think it will stay next to my bed for a very long time. Lysa TerKeurst, New York Times best-selling author of
Made to Crave You don't have to be around Angie Smith very long to fall in love with her. She is funny and transparent with a passionate love
for Christ. In What Women Fear Angie holds up a mirror so that we can see ourselves from every angle, the thoughts we display on the front
shelves of our lives and those we hide. The greatest gift tucked into this book is the overwhelming picture of the mercy of our God who
understands our fears and invites us to stand beside Him in the rain and let His love wash us clean. Sheila Walsh, author of The Shelter of
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God's Promises Whatever high wire you’re walking right now, there really is nobody you want at the other end of the line like Angie Smith.
And this rare gem of a book is like a steadying, sure hand taking you right into His presence in ways you never imagined. Vivid, profoundly
biblical, yet girlfriend real with just-the-medicine-you-need-funny, every page is reviving hope for every woman. Simply, Angie Smith is a Bible
teacher for such a time as this. Ann Voskamp, New York Times best-selling author of One Thousand Gifts
This book is the perfect guide to getting the most out of Excel's jawdropping new charts and graphics.
The latest guide to using QGIS 2.14 to create great maps and perform geoprocessing tasks with ease About This Book Learn how to work
with various data and create beautiful maps using this easy-to-follow guide. Give a touch of professionalism to your maps both for
functionality and look and feel with the help of this practical guide. A progressive hands-on guide that builds on a geo-spatial data and adds
more reactive maps by using geometry tools. Who This Book Is For This book is great for users, developers, and consultants who know the
basic functions and processes of GIS and want to learn to use QGIS to analyze geospatial data and create rich mapping applications. If you
want to take advantage of the wide range of functionalities that QGIS offers, then this is the book for you. What You Will Learn Install QGIS
and get familiar with the user interface Load vector and raster data from files, databases, and web services Create, visualize, and edit spatial
data Perform geoprocessing tasks and automate them Create advanced cartographic outputs Design great print maps Expand QGIS using
Python In Detail QGIS is a user-friendly open source geographic information system (GIS) that runs on Linux, Unix, Mac OS X, and Windows.
The popularity of open source geographic information systems and QGIS in particular has been growing rapidly over the last few years.
Learning QGIS Third Edition is a practical, hands-on guide updated for QGIS 2.14 that provides you with clear, step-by-step exercises to help
you apply your GIS knowledge to QGIS. Through clear, practical exercises, this book will introduce you to working with QGIS quickly and
painlessly. This book takes you from installing and configuring QGIS to handling spatial data to creating great maps. You will learn how to
load and visualize existing spatial data and create data from scratch. You will get to know important plugins, perform common geoprocessing
and spatial analysis tasks and automate them with Processing. We will cover how to achieve great cartographic output and print maps.
Finally, you will learn how to extend QGIS using Python and even create your own plugin. Style and approach A step by step approach to
explain concepts of Geospatial map with the help of real life examples
While procreation is ubiquitous, attention to the ethical issues involved in creating children is relatively rare. In Debating Procreation, David
Benatar and David Wasserman take opposing views on this important question. David Benatar argues for the anti-natalist view that it is
always wrong to bring new people into existence. He argues that coming into existence is always a serious harm and that even if it were not
always so, the risk of serious harm is sufficiently great to make procreation wrong. In addition to these "philanthropic" arguments, he
advances the "misanthropic" one that because humans are so defective and cause vast amounts of harm, it is wrong to create more of them.
David Wasserman defends procreation against the anti-natalist challenge. He outlines a variety of moderate pro-natalist positions, which all
see procreation as often permissible but never required. After criticizing the main anti-natalist arguments, he reviews those pronatalist
positions. He argues that constraints on procreation are best understood in terms of the role morality of prospective parents, considers
different views of that role morality, and argues for one that imposes only limited constraints based on the well-being of the future child. He
then argues that the expected good of a future child and of the parent-child relationship can provide a strong justification for procreation in the
face of expected adversities without giving individuals any moral reason to procreate
One of the founders of modern quark theory employs minimal mathematics and nontechnical terms to traverse the eons and bring readers
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within the first millisecond of the Big Bang, 1983 edition.
This book represents the reflections of scholars coming from varied disciplinary backgrounds who have found a conversation partner in
pragmatism. The “conversations” recorded here demonstrate pragmatism's versatility and contemporary relevance. Whether it be rhetoric,
literature, philosophy, religion, or social psychology, pragmatism provides the contributors fruitful insights into and methods of examining both
practical and theoretical issues.
Enjoying an active but lonely rural life, 70-year-old Percy haplessly allows a progressive preschool to move into his barn and transform his
quiet home into a lively, youthful community that compels him to reexamine the choices he made in the decades after his wife's death.
Reprint.
This handy volume reviews the current approaches to acute appendicitis, appendectomy being the most commonly performed emergency
surgical procedure in the western world. The benefits and costs of open versus laparoscopic appendectomy are discussed by international
specialists in the field. Exact diagnosis on right iliac fossa pain is still difficult, especially in children, young females, older patients and during
pregnancy. It is in these cases that the laparoscopic approach may be most beneficial, both in terms of diagnosis and surgery, whereas the
open procedure is still the gold standard in patients with a clear diagnosis of appendicitis. However, laparoscopic surgery is at least as
effective, although more expensive and complicated to perform. Furthermore, in terms of the wound infection rate, the laparoscopic method
has proven to be more effective. This book is of interest for general and laparoscopic surgeons, as well as for emergency doctors,
gastroenterologists, gynecologists and doctors with an interest in epidemiology.
This conference brought together about 150 physicists and covered the entire field of research with antiprotons, from atomic physics at low
energies to hadronic reactions at high energies. The conference demonstrated that this field is evolving, with new physics being studied at
existing and planned facilities.
Outside Lies Magic is a book about the acute observation of ordinary things, about becoming aware in everyday places, about seeing in
utterly new ways, about enriching your life unexpectedly. For more than 20 years, John R. Stilgoe has developed and practiced the art of
exploring the everyday world around us, where so much lies hidden just beneath the surface, offering uncommon knowledge if we but know
what to look for. In this remarkable book, Stilgoe inspires us to become explorers on our own-on foot or on bicycle-and by so doing to reap
the benefits of escaping, even temporarily, the traps of our programmed lives. "Exploration encourages creativity, serendipity, invention," he
writes. And while sharing his insights on how to explore, Stilgoe provides a fascinating pocket history of the American landscape, as striking
in its originality as it is revealing. Stilgoe dissects our visual surroundings; his observations will transform the way you see everything.
Through his eyes, an abandoned railroad line is redolent of history and future promise; front lawns recall our agrarian past; vacant lots hold
cathedrals of potential. From the electrical grid overhead to fences, malls, and main streets, Stilgoe offers a fresh understanding of the links
and fractures in our society. After reading Outside Lies Magic, your world will never look the same again.
If what you wish for is a delightfully bittersweet novel filled with endearing, eccentric characters and situations in the vein of Jennifer Weiner,
Jane Green, Marian Keyes, and Meg Cabot, then Kerry Reichs’s What You Wish For is the answer to your prayers. The daughter of forensic
crime fiction superstar Kathy Reichs (bestselling creator of the Temperence Brennan mystery series, the basis for TV’s Bones), Kerry
Reichs’s writing talent is ingrained in her DNA, as she’s already demonstrated with her previous books, Leaving Unknown and The Best Day
of Someone Else’s Life. Her third novel, What You Wish For, is a tender, loving, funny, and unforgettable tale of five “modern” families, each
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one following a very different road to happiness, and yet another bravura example of Kerry Reichs’s phenomenal storytelling abilities.
A humiliating military defeat by Bismarck's Germany, a brutal siege, and a bloody uprising—Paris in 1871 was a shambles, and the question
loomed, "Could this extraordinary city even survive?" With the addition of an evocative new preface, Mary McAuliffe takes the reader back to
these perilous years following the abrupt collapse of the Second Empire and France's uncertain venture into the Third Republic. By 1900,
Paris had recovered and the Belle Epoque was in full flower, but the decades between were difficult, marked by struggles between
republicans and monarchists, the Republic and the Church, and an ongoing economic malaise, darkened by a rising tide of virulent antiSemitism. Yet these same years also witnessed an extraordinary blossoming in art, literature, poetry, and music, with the Parisian cultural
scene dramatically upended by revolutionaries such as Monet, Zola, Rodin, and Debussy, even while Gustave Eiffel was challenging
architectural tradition with his iconic tower. Through the eyes of these pioneers and others, including Sarah Bernhardt, Georges Clemenceau,
Marie Curie, and César Ritz, we witness their struggles with the forces of tradition during the final years of a century hurtling towards its close.
Through rich illustrations and vivid narrative, McAuliffe brings this vibrant and seminal era to life.

... contributing scholars consider the impact that government regulations, policies and other forces--including innovation,
tax reform, employee disincentives, academic partnerships, the costs of complying with government stipulations--have
actually had on small business growth. Based on an examination of policy efforts in the late 1980s, the book attempts to
reveal the changing emphasis in the nature of the debate regarding small business in today's economy. Entrepreneurial
Economy Review Small Business in a Regulated Economy is the first comprehensive exploration of the impact that
government regulations, policies, and other forces have on the formation and growth of small business in the United
States. A collection of original essays by distinguished scholars, the book makes an important contribution to business
literature by raising fundamental issues related to small business operating in a regulatory economy, identifying the
implications of public policies which inhibit or encourage small business growth and development, and defining the nature
and character of the policy area. In addition to thoroughly examining the role that government has played in small
business regulation, the contributors also make suggestions and recommendations concerning the role government
should play in the future to spur small business growth and success.
Comprehensive, profusely illustrated book, written with charm and enthusiasm, discusses techniques of making,
mending, cleaning, and caring for lace. Over 100 large photos identify scores of important laces.
For Tobin and Delia, everything was always equal. A bargain, a trade, a deal to be struck. A kiss for a kiss. Your shirt for
mine. Break my heart, I'll break yours. Their disastrous split was no different. Tobin's spent the last year pretending Delia
never existed, and Delia's been in D.C., pretending to be anything but the country girl that she is. When tragedy brings
her back to town, Tobin and Delia realize that time apart hasn't healed either one of them. But staying away from each
other is harder than they imagined, especially in small town Louisiana, and old feelings are quickly brought back to the
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surface. In the mess they've created, is there anything to be salvaged of a love that they both thought would be forever?
An introduction to the Droid 2 explains how to get the most out of the device, with a hands-on approach to learning its
functions and applications, a review of its features, customization tips and tricks, and instructions to help users master
the Droid 2.
“If your desire is to effect change or have more influence on a software team, you could either stumble around in the dark
for a few years, experimenting with different techniques, or you could buy, read, and apply the techniques in this book.
This choice, of course, is up to you.”–Matthew Heusser “Jim Brosseau’s understanding of the true dynamics of the IT
workplace shows through in Software Teamwork. For those on the IT solution delivery front lines, and for those who
manage them, his insights and wisdom will lead to not only better projects, but a better work life as well.”–Bruce A.
Stewart, Chief Executive Officer, Accendor Research, Inc. Optimizing the Human Side of Software Development: Real
Solutions Based on Real Data and Experience Software Teamwork is a compelling, innovative, intensely practical guide
to improving the human dynamics that are crucial to building great software. Drawing on years of work with a wide range
of teams, Jim Brosseau shows how to drive powerful improvements through small, focused changes that deliver results.
These changes are designed to work for the whole team and respect existing organizational culture. Better yet, Brosseau
identifies solutions you can start implementing right now, as an individual, without waiting for executive buy-in. Whatever
your methodology, technology, or organization, Software Teamwork demonstrates how to apply solutions to realistic
development challenges involving complex sets of stakeholders. Along the way, Brosseau shares important new insights
into the attitudes, motives, and personal relationships that project management software just can’t track. Software
Teamwork is a revelation–and an invaluable working resource for every project team member, leader, and stakeholder.
Preface xv Acknowledgments xxi About the Author xxiii Part I: The Problem Space Chapter 1: Why Are We So
Challenged? 3 Chapter 2: Do the Right Thing 23 Part II: Individuals Chapter 3: The Right Stuff 39 Chapter 4: A Quality
Focus 53 Chapter 5: Facing Challenges 65 Chapter 6: Proactive Effectiveness 81 Chapter 7: Sustainability 95 Part III:
Groups Chapter 8: Communication 109 Chapter 9: Motives and Expectations 125 Chapter 10: Playing Well Together 143
Part IV: Teams Chapter 11: Alignment 161 Chapter 12: Organization 177 Chapter 13: Coordination 199 Chapter 14:
Guidance 217 Part V: Stakeholders Chapter 15: Customers 235 Chapter 16: Setting Goals 243 Chapter 17: Specification
259 Chapter 18: Prioritization 273 Chapter 19: Change 283 Chapter 20: Progress 295 Part VI: Putting It All Together
Chapter 21: Pick Your Battles 311 Chapter 22: Flexibility and Rigor 323 Chapter 23: Progress Revisited 335 Chapter 24:
Change Revisited 345 Chapter 25: Constant Vigilance 361 Part VII: Appendix Appendix: Core Tools 375 Index 387
Knife's entire existence has been as twisted as his flesh and his face. The only thing beautiful in his life is his sister.
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When Gwennie is obliged to turn a suitor down because she fears to leave her brother to the brutality of their village,
Knife is desperate for anything to ensure her happiness.
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